THE LUKEWARMNESS OF LAODICEA (Rev. iii.16)
In his study of the Letters to the Seven Churches, Sir William Ramsay
argued that, at the ,time that the Apocalypse was written, each letter had been
especially appropriate to the particular church to which it was addressed. The
phraseolo�y of each letter contained allusions to the contemporary circumstances
of the city co?�erned. These allusions had been used as symbolic material to
- portray the spmtual character of each church. Some 'have dismissed Ramsay's
interpretation as far-fetched, but on a recent visit .to the sites of the seven cities
it �as felt t�at the majority of the s�ggested geographical allusions were plausible.
This note arises out of some observat10ns made around Laodicea, and is concerned
with the significance of the terms • hot ', ' cold ' and • lukewarm '. It is curious
that Ramsay offered no interpretation of this part of the letter. Most other
commemators have taken ' lukewarmness ' as a symbol of com romise between
the fervent • heat ' of a believer and the indifferent ' cold • or an unbeliever.
But this interpretation involves a straining of the text. It assumes that even • cold •
is better than ' lukewarmness ', that even a pagan unbeliever is preferable in God's
sight to a lapsed Christian; whereas in the text the association of • hot • and • cold •
is repeated three times in a way which suggests very strongly that they symbolize
equally commendable alternatives to • lukewarmness '
_
Ramsay pointed out that· Laodicea was built on a site which was chosen
only . for · its position at an important road-junction. It lacked a natural water
supp!y, and had to obtain its water from some source lying to the south, for the
termmal part of an aqueduct from that direction is still extant. It is in the
unusual form of two stone pipes, which are badly choked with mineral matter
similar to that deposited by the hot-spring at Hierapolis a few miles away.
Hot-springs are not uncommon in the area, and it is possible that, in the absence
of any permanent source of more normal water in the neighbourhood, Laodicea had
to obtain its supply from another such hot-spring. If this was so/ the hot water
would have cooled very slowly in stone pipes, and even after flowing several
miles it would probably still be warm when it reached the city. The • lukewarm
ness '· of the Laodicean church may therefore be an allusion to the city's water
supply.
.
.
It is possible that the terms ' hot ' and • cold ' also had definite local
significance. At Hierapolis the hot-spring water apparently played a major part in
the .healing cult which flourished there. The mineral matter deposited from the
Water has· formed a terrace edged with spectacular white cascades. These are
clearly visible from Laodicea, and are one of the more conspicuous features of
the view. Hence the mention of • hot water ' might well have reminded a
Laodicean of the curative waters of his city's closest neighbour. For the greater
_part of the year the region is ·very hot and dry. In such a climate cold water is
a most valuable ·source of refreshment, and the mention of • cold water ' inevitably
brings to mind associations of that kind.
H this reconstruction of the local situation is correct, Laodicea must have
been notorious as a city which, for all its prosperity, could provide neither the
refreshment of cold water for the weary, ·nor the healing properties of hot water
for the sick; its lukewarm water would be useless for either purpose, nauseous in
taste and only fit to be • spewed out of the mouth '. The church in Laodicea may
have been intended to see in itself a, similar uselessness : it was providing neither
refreshment for the spiritually weary nor healing for the spiritually sick; it was
totally ineffective, and hence distasteful to its Lord. On this interpretation, tht:
church was not being informed of the state of its own • spiritual temperature ';
instead, it · was being called to reflect upon the quality and effectiveness of its
works, The statement of its 'lukewarmness• is followed by an analysis of the
cause (' for you say . . . ') of its ineffectiveness: it is self-satisfied, complacent
and unaware of its true state. But this self-deception, though culpable, is un- conscious; there is no hint of deliberate compromise. It had not become • lukewarm '
·because worldy interests had chilled its proper fervour; but it had become ineffective
because, believing that they were spiritually well-eqnipped, its members had close d
their doors and left their real Provider outside.
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If the background of the offering of first-fruits and of the Greek word
aparche is as we have contended, then to claim ,that Jas. i.18 teaches universalism
is surely overstepping the mark, and reading some unintended subtlety into the
mind of James.
F. H. PALMER.
Liverpool.

This interpretation of the verse is tentative, al�hough a mor_e _thorough
exploration of the area might place it ?� a firmer b�sis. Howe!er, it 1s felt to
be more in accord with the local condltlons of Laodicea and with the structure
and argument of the Letter than the more usual interpretation. It is true that
the cognates of zestos and psychros are �sed elsewhere. in the New Testament
(Acts xviii.25; Mt. xxiv.12) in metaphorical senses which seem to favour the
traditional interpretation. But there_ is no reason why. the �ords s�ou!d not have
been used with different meanings m a local context m which their literal senses
were pregnantly allusive.
M. J. S. RUDWICK.
Trinity College,
Cambridge.
THE STUDY OF GENESIS I - XI
The first eleven chapters of Genesis, down to the first part of verse 27 in
chapter xi, form the section which can be conveniently distinguished from what
follows. In chapter xi verse 26 Abram is introduced, and here begins the story
of: the patriarchs.
The excavation, between the wars, of such sites as Mari (1933-39), Alalakh
(1936-39), and Nuzi (1925-31), has thrown considera�le light on the time . of
Abraham and the patriarchs, and the post-war excavations are con�tantly addmg
to the picture. Cuneifor� tabl"?ls from Mar� a�d �alakh, dating f!om the
eighteenth century B.C. give a picture of the situation m the area stretching from
Mesopotamia to the Syrian coast which agrees well with the patriarchal narratives,
and tablets of the fifteenth century from Nuzi illuminate many of the �OC:11
customs of the period. The time of Abraham is therefore now seen to fall withm
the first half of the second millennium B.C., though opinions vary as to any 1:11-ore
precise dating. (This material is well surveyed in R. de Vaux, Revue B1bl1que,
!iii (1946) 321-48, Iv (1948) 321-47, lvi (1949) 5-36; and H. H. Rowley, Bulletin of
the John Rylands Library, xxxii (1949) 44-79. De Vaux would _ place Abraham
provisionally in the nineteenth century, but Rowley favours the sixteenth.)
For the first eleven chapters a different J? icture prevails. The people and
events seem more remote, and archaeology has m the nature of the case yielded
less which can have a definite bearing.
The main features of -these early chapters hllve been the subject of much
,peculation. T�e Garden of _Eden is placed_ in the_ Tfgris-�uphrates v_all�y, and
1\dam, if he 1-s not a mythical character, is ass_oc1ated with the begmnmgs of
,.ivilization in Mesopotamia. The flood of Noah 1s taken as the folk memory of
., serious inundation in Mesopotamia. The Tower of Babel is equated with
e. (EMEN-AN-KI, the ziqqurat, or temple tower of Babylon. These are some of the
most commonlv held views, but many others have been put forward from time
10 1imc, and the majority centre on the area of Mesopotamia.
rc;it progress has been made in the field of prehistoric and early-historic
,u d1 .ieul y 10 the last fifty years, and it is now a matter of common acc_eptance
umnnf( prrlmic:·i�ns that the flint tools, found in large numbers from Ple1stocene
<kpu u, .tre Liu, work of • man '. If the great antiquity of ' man ' implicit in
his Vttl'' u �cccpwl, it b dearly in conflict with one which would place the first
mun 1,f the Uible .,ccount in Mesopotamia at the beginning of civilization.
PC'fh.if» ir, recognition of this consideration, many scholars have sought to
intr1 prct thnr l'�rly �hapters of Genesis i� terms. of myth, or pa�a�le, seein�. in
them not dru1mstant1al accounts. but poetic media for the transm1ss1on of d1vme
truth.
Thcr<· ;,IT thus many questions which must be resolved in ,the study of
thr,� C'arh· chapters. First of all the nature of the narratives must be determined;
.,re- they io be taken as poetic or historical ? It is clear that no conclusion based
wldv r,n ,the apparent degree of likelihood of their historical nature will have
>lh)' \,•.lidity here, so they must be examined in the li�ht of Scripture itsel!, the
_!!rnrr�! literary usage of the Old Testament, and the view taken of them m the
cw Testament. A very important element here is a clear understanding of the
Htbrnv text, so that the issue will not be obscured by reading into the accounts,
dcmcnts which do not exist.
Whether historically or paetically, Genesis i-xi covers the period from the
er liun of man to the time of Abraham in the second millennium B.C. The
pcr,nd of archaeology relevant to this wi)l th1;refore be t�at froi_n the earliest
ppearance of man down to the second millennium B.C. Five mam branches of
,tudy come into play here, geology, palaeobotany, palaeontology: archaeolo�y,
Jnd <'pi)?raphy.
Geology, palaeobotany and palaenntology provide a relative
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time scale for the Pleistocene ice age, and the 'post-glacial • period, the
plant and animal remains supplying a key to climatic change. In the framework,
established by these disciplines, are placed the discoveries of physical anthropology,
that branch of palaeontology which deals with fossil remains of 'man ', arch
aeology, which deals with the surviving works of man's hand, and epigraphy,
that branch of archaeology which in its widest sense deals with written records,
and their. contents. A primary question which must be decided. in connection
with ,the prehistoric period is whether or not the 'man ' of prehistorians is to be
identified with 'man ' in the Biblical sense.
. The material which probably has the greatest direct relevance to . these
chapters is the epigraphic, and as written records can preserve matters much. earlier
than their actual writing down, the inscriptions need not be limited in this context
to those dating from the early period. In fact the well-known ' creation ' and
• flood ' tablets are mainly preserved to us in late recensions. The principal material
of· this nature is found in the Sumerian and Akkadian cuneiform records of
Mesopotamia, and to a lesser extent in the hieroglyphic and hieratic literature of
Egypt. The relevant Akkadian inscriptions have been very adequately dealt with
recently by the late Dr. Alexander Heidel of Chicago (The Gilgamesh Epic and Old
Testament Parallels, 2nd ed. (Chicago, 1949); The Babylonian Genesis, 2nd ed.
. (Chicago, 1951).), but a large amount of Sumerian literature has recently been
published, particularly by Professor S. N. Kramer of Philadelphia, and as it contains
elements, such as a flood story, which clearly lie behind some of the Akkadian
versions, it is necessary to examine it in the present connection.
.
Thus the examination of Genesis i-xi involves a careful study of the Hebrew
text; a decision as to its intention, historical or poetic; a survey of the results
of archaeology from the appearance of man to the second millennium B.C.; an
examination of the Sumerian and Akkadian legends relevant to Genesis; and
finally a synthesis of this material, consistent with a high view of the inspiration
and authority of Scripture.
Tyndale House,
T. C. MITCHELL.
Cambridge.
RECENT LUTHER STUDIES
' It. is probably true to say that during the past half century more hours
of historical research and theological analysis have been devoted to Martin Luther
than any other figure in the history of Christianity except its Founder.' Such
is the measured statement of Professor E. Harris Harbison of Princeton. It is
by no means an exaggeration .. In view, therefore, of the vast mass of maiterial
at _our disposal, we can do no more in this brief survey than touch and glanc.e
upon a few of the major studies of Luther which have appeared since the midpoint
of this present century. We shall concentrate mainly on those books and articles
. which appear in English, although it will be necessary at times to allude to. out
. standing continental works.
The most serious impediment to an understanding of Luther here in Britain
.
has been the lack of adequate and comprehensive translations of his writings.
The definitive Weimar edition, which is still incomplote, yields its treasures only
to those who can cope with the late medieval Latin and middle high German in
which Luther expressed himself. English readers have had to rely on the much
slighter selections of Wace and Buchheim, whilst America has produced the editions
of Lenker and Holman. In 1955, however, there appeared the first of a fifty-five
volume series of Luther's Works, edited by Dr. Jaroslav Pelikan of Chicago, which
promises to make good a long-standing deficiency. Thirty exegetical volumes are
to be published by the Concordia House of St. Louis and twenty-five volumes of
Reformation writings and occasional pieces will issue from the Muhlenberg Press.
Volumes 12, 13 and 21 on the Psalms, the Sermon on the Mount and the Magnificat,
are already available and maintain ail exceptionally high standard. Another less
exhaustive series (edited by Bertram Lee Wolf) aims to cover The Reformation
Writings of Martin Luther. Only two volumes have so far been offered. The
Library of Christian Classics lists four titles relating to Luther, of which the
.Letters of Spiritual Counsel are now ready. Professor Theodore Tappert has pro
duced a judicious anthology. Dr. Pauck's rendering of the Lectures on Roma'!s
will be awaited with the utmost interest: meanwhile we have to be satisfied with
J. Theodore Mueller's abbreviated version of 1954. For the theological significance
of this ' Reformation manifesto ', as James Mackinnon called it, see my articles
in the Scottish Journal of Theology, March and June, 1950.

The year 1950 marked the advent of two remarkable biographies of Luther.
There was urgent need both for a full-length critical treatment and for a shorter
popular account. The first is supplied by E. G. Schwiebert in Luther and His Times:
The Reformation from a New Perspecti11e. This is indeed a monumental master
piece. It runs to over 300,000 words, contains almost 3,000 footnotes and includes 65
illustrations. It is a virtually exhaustive biography and yet it is much more.
It provides a broad historical outline of the period, sets Luther against his back
ground and indicates ·the impact of his new theology upon his contemporaries.
He is presented as a Biblical Humanist effecting an educational reformation from
the University of Wittenberg. Schwiobert is no stylist and makos little attempt
to quicken the imagination. Roland H. Bainton, on the contrary, in Here I Stand:
A Life of Martin Luther, brilliantly succeeds in bringing the Reformer to vivid
life, and now that a cheap paper-backed editiori has been put on the market this
will undoubtedly top the bill as the best readable biography of Luther, It is
undergirded by sound historical scholarship.
Passing over W. J. Kooiman's By Faith Alone, which rather falls between
two stools, we note E. G. Rupp's Luther's Progress to the Diet of Worms, which
reviews the spiritual pilgrimage of the one-time Augustinian monk in the lively
manner which we have learned to associate with the author. Mention must also
be made of the eady chapters in Wilhelm Pauck's The Heritage of the Reformation
which deal with Luther's theological development. 'Whatever the truth about
Luther,' wrote Rupp, 'it will never be found by those who by-pass his thoology.'
The remainder of this bibliography is concerned with various aspects of this vital
theme. A useful introduction will be found in the first par,t of J. S. Whale's
The Protestant Tradition, which stresses Luther's positive achievements in the realm
of doctrine. He is rightly placed at the head of a line which runs through Pascal
and Kierkegaard ,to •the contemporary Biblical theology of encounter. For a more
extensive, though indirect, exposition of Lutheran theology the student may be
referred to Gustaf Aulen's The Faith of the Christian Church, which breat�cs
the very spirit of Luther and teems with quotations. Another book by :Professor
Rupp, The Righteousness of God, is occupied in its central section with an ex
amination of the underlying principle of Luther's doctrine as crystallized in the
phrase 'coram Deo '. His development from 1509 to 1521 is shown to possess
its own coherence and integrity as distinct from earlier Catholic and later Protestant
orthodoxy, and the heart of the Reformation is seen to be a crisis of vocabulary.
Dr. Rupp has done much to elucidate the relationship between Luther and· the
Nominalists and on this important subject we must not overlook the article by
Bergt Haegglund on 'Was Luther a Nominalist?' . (Theology, June, 1956).
Luther's ' article of a standing or a falling Church ', namely, justification
by faith, is handled by Dr. G. W. Bromiley in The E11angelical. Quarterly for
April, 1952. A lucid account of varying viewpoints is contained in Luther Disco11ers
the Gospel: New Light upon Luther's Way from Medie11al Catholicism to E11angelical
Faith by Uuras Saarnivaara followed by a direct challenge to current interpretations,
which also runs through Axel Gyl!enkrok's Rechtfertigung und Heiligung in der
fruhen e11angelischen Tlzeologie Luthers (Uppsala, 1952). John Dillenberger's God
Hidden and Re11ealed is a study of the concept of • Deus absconditus ' as stated by
Luther in his De Ser110 Arbitrio. Rupp has a valuable .article on ' Luther and the
Doctrine of the Church• (Scottish Journal of Theology, December, 1956) in which
he affirms that • the magisterial theme of Luther's ecclesiology, and its inte
grating element, is the doctrine of the Word ', The outstanding volume on Luther's
attitude to Christian worship is Vilmos Vajta's Die Theologie des Gottesdienstes
!,ei Luther (Gottingen, 1954). Luther's litur�ical reforms are shown to have arisen
from his theological presuppositions and his idea of worship is helpfully expounded
under a dual analysis as the work of God and the work of faith. Luther's teaching
on the Holy Communion is summarized in a comparative study by Hans Grass,
Die Abendmahlslchre bci Luther und Cal11in (Giitersloh, 1954). Articles include
W. H. Baar on 'Luther's Sacramental Thought ' (Lutheran Quarterly, 1950),
Norman Nagel's 'The Incarnation and the Lord's Supper in Luther ' (Concord�a
Theological Monthly, 1953) and Edward Quinn's 'Eck, Luther and the Mass '
(Downside Re11iew, 1951). Gosta Hok deals with ' Luther's Doctrine of the
Ministry• as stemming from his new conception of grace as ' favor Dei ' (Scottish
fournal of Theology, March, 1954).
One of the most significant books ,to appear in the period under review is
Regin Prenter's Spiritus Creator: Luther' s Concept of the Holy Spin·t. It was
first published in Danish in 1944, but the English translation did not see the light
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